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Introduction 

Hi, enVision Mathematics teachers! 

We know every student is different. Let’s look at the resources for differentiated instruction available at the course, topic, 
and lesson level so you can reach the range of learners in your classroom.
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Course-level Differentiation 

 

enVision Mathematics includes a comprehensive intervention kit called the Math Diagnosis and Intervention System, or 
MDIS for short. Find these resources on Savvas Realize™. 

The MDIS includes intervention lessons, guided instruction, and diagnostic tests. Use the diagnostic tests to help you 
identify struggling students and their specific needs. 

Then use the intervention lessons to provide targeted intervention throughout the school year. Find MDIS lesson 
recommendations in your Teacher’s Edition. 
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Quick Tip 
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Topic-level Differentiation 

 

There are differentiation resources embedded in each topic. In your Teacher’s Edition, find the Topic Readiness 
Assessment page. Use the assessment results and Scoring Guide to determine your students’ prior knowledge, identify 
gaps, and form small groups for differentiated instruction. Use the Item Analysis chart to assign MDIS lessons to 
individuals or small groups as needed. 

Make sure to use the 3-Act Math, enVision STEM Project, and Pick a Project resources with your students! These 
activities make math inviting with high-interest, low-entry tasks and opportunities for all students to choose how they show 
what they know. 

Use the Mid-Topic assessment resources to monitor your students’ progress and restructure your small groups. Assign 
MDIS lessons to intervene as needed. 

At the end of each topic, use the Topic Performance Task and Assessment to determine student mastery and next steps 
for differentiation and intervention. 
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Quick Tip 
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Lesson-level Differentiation 

 

You’ll find differentiation resources and tips in each step of an enVision Mathematics lesson. 

In the Lesson Overview, notice the Language Support section. Use these strategies and the Language Support Handbook 
to support students’ development of language skills. 

In Steps 1 and 2 of the lesson, ask students the guiding questions to check for understanding and inform your instruction. 

Notice the English Language Learner notes. These strategies can help you differentiate instruction for individual students 
or small groups. 

In addition, there are Response to Intervention and Enrichment notes to help you clarify concepts, address common 
misconceptions, and differentiate instruction. 

At the beginning of Step 3, use the Lesson Quiz as a formative assessment that can help you differentiate instruction. 
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Quick Tip 
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Closing 

 

Thanks for exploring how enVision Mathematics resources can help you differentiate instruction and provide targeted 
support to all your students. 

Keep digging into mySavvasTraining.com to learn more about enVision Mathematics and Savvas Realize! 
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